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Introduction

• By only using crash data for safety analysis we miss 
information & we have a reliability problem

• A model how to think: 1 casualty means „10000“
crashes, this means „1000000“ errors & violations 
� very difficult (impossible) to track relations 
backwards - from fatalities/ crashes to driver 
behaviour

Problem definition:

A problem is there if any needs of any persons 

are not satisfied or frustrated

Starting point: Needs (e.g. Maslow) Road user behaviour � problems

• Road user’s behaviour causes problems to 

themselves, to other road users, to residents, to the 

environment (i.e. economic problems, ecologic 

problems, social problems � sustainability problems)

• This fact is either

– not understood / not known

– not believed / not accepted

– not cared about

�It is road user behaviour that has to change

�They have to know & understand & accept and 

behave

To reach these goals …

• It has to be made clear what is correct and what 
is erroneous behaviour

• Reasons & motives for erroneous behaviour 
have to be understood

• Likewise it has to be understood what keeps 
correct behaviour from being carried out

• Ways to inform have to be found for those who 
do not know or understand facts - but want to 
behave safely

• Measures have to be found for those who do not 
care about facts

Relevant needs in transport

• One or several of the following needs steer (see 

e.g. Hakames-Blomquist & Jutila)

• Aesthetics, environment

• Comfort, to get along undisturbed

• To feel safe (physically and socially)

• Avoidance of costs

• Ego-related motives (dominate, show off)

• To be healthy and fit 

• …



This presentation: safety

Lack of safety seen as an objective problem by all 

societies (at least as a lip service) 

• However: individuals who cause danger often 

do not know that they do so

• Reality � underestimation of the “true” risk 

inherent to certain types of behaviour

• Problem: “If I do this it is safe” � many people 

think so in a similar situation – but some are 

wrong

Why not take measures right away?

• before appropriate measures can be taken, 

problems in road user behaviour have to be 

understood 

• e.g., what does risky behaviour consist of and 

how do different groups of road users look at 

such risky behaviour? Do they agree that it is 

risky?

� only then can decision makers, traffic planners

and other experts act effectively & efficiently

Known safety problems

• inappropriate speed

• alcohol / drugs

• right-of-way-problems

– not yielding

– inappropriately insisting on one’s right of way

• red-light running

• ....

Known representations in RUs‘ mind

• Alcohol rather well recognised by many 
individuals

• Speed not recognised by many

• Inattention/distraction (not recognised)

• Yielding problems connected to “speed and 
hurry” – not recognised by many

• …

�What do accident data tell us about these issues?

�What can empirical data tell us?

My answer to the last question �

time

space

communication

It is important to understand how people deal with…

Only empirical data can deliver most of such  

information in a reliable and valid way

Important elements

• trajectories

• speeds

• distance to infrastructure elements

• awareness/attention, start of communication

• yielding behaviour

• headways and variations of headways in different 

positions

• tackling critical situations (avoiding/evasive actions)

• intentions & state of mind when approaching & entering a 

site or a setting

... many others



Visible/observable phenomena

[observers, video]

• trajectories etc., use of space, speed & variations

• communication processes: everything from 

“communicative speed variations” to eye 

contact, processes of agreement or the contrary, 

etc.

� Communication processes poorly or not at all 

taken up by accident data (even in-depth 

analyses provide only reconstructed data)

Not/hardly visible

Inner states:

–intention, attention, expectations, other state 

of mind issues

–perception, interpretation of perceptions

–reasons/motives for behaving in certain way

� verbal data needed

The accident as a fact

• When an accident has happened � leaves no 

doubt concerning the validity of this single fact

• But the predictive value is not that good – e.g. 

we „need“ more accidents to tell if a place is 

dangerous

• Nor do we learn enough in order to understand 

the reasons for the acting of road users

� it is difficult to take measures based on 

information that we get from accident data only 

Detailed information is needed

� To provide more detailed knowledge about 

what causes safety problems

� To produce materials that are used to inform & 

convince individuals (teaching, campaigns etc.)

� For infrastructure design

� For appropriate consideration of needs of 

vulnerable / weaker road users

� For ITS development

�… to be repeated for the nth time: modern cars 

have many features that go against safety

What can emprical data provide

that crash data cannot?

• observation data provide empirical material 

within a relatively short time frame

• thus they allow experimental approaches 

within short times (measures – test –

measures – test ...)

• much more detailed information material 

can be produced based on empirical data 

that include verbal data

� information & arguments can be connected

to daily experiences of road users

Thank you 
for your attention!
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